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The Open Data Eco-System

 Humanity's streets are paved with data

and as society moves forward we seem to
generate an ever larger amount of them.
 Data is a necessary “fuel" not just for
scientific progress (e.g. gene mapping,
LHC,etc.) but also for communication,
leisure activities (e.g. online gaming,
multimedia streaming) or more important
sectors (e.g. government, military,
transport and enterprises).

 Large amounts of data would be unusable without the aid of powerful computers, as







a consequence we require data to be machine readable.
Western world countries are adopting a governing doctrine which holds that citizens
have the right to access government's documents and proceedings to allow for an
effective public oversight.
While transparency can help citizens controlling their governments (i.e. reducing
corruption and bribery) it also comes with a prize: a loss in terms of privacy.
All this data is also surely useful, if not invaluable, for each kind of scam and illicit
activity based on Social Engineering (SE).
What happens if we combine open data and SE with disciplines such as data
analysis, Knowledge Discovery (KD) and data visualization? Can we foresee a
scenario where these three elements become the key of large cyber-criminal
campaigns? The purpose of this poster is to demonstrate that this hypothesis is a
realistic one and to provide an example of attack scenario.

Open Data vs OSINT
Open Source Intellingence
(OSINT) is often
associated by people with
the world of espionage
and warfare

Open Data (OD) and
transparency are broadly
perceived by people as a
source of innovation and a
more honest government

An attack scenario
According to the law, the University of Cagliari
must share as "open" all information regarding any
purchase of equipment
Open government pages contain agreements with
private firms, contract agreements. A large amount
of data, always online and available

 Despite being usually associated with positive values such as

freedom“ and "opportunity", even OD, as well as OSINT, should raise
some privacy concerns couple with a doubt: how much common
men or country's "decision makers" know about subjects such as data,
privacy and security?

This information is accessible using common
browsers and even in a machine readable way
(XML)
These pages contain summary tables with links to
single xml files with information on contract
agreements related to each year

Social Engineering & Knlowledge Discovery

Each XML file contains precious information on
firms and agreements, such as: VAT and firm’s
name, agreement subject, amount and duration

Social Engineering can be defined as the clever
manipulation of the natural human tendency to trust.
A Social Engineering driven attack is usually composed
of four phases.

Our generic example describes an XML file
regarding a generic «SERVIZIO A», involving
«Generic Firm 1 SRL»

 Research: this phase should focus on open sources of

information. OD are structured and machine
readable, making KD extremely useful for
criminals. Information on a large number of
victims can be collected from several sources,
combined and filtered according to desired criteria (e.g. age, gender,).
 Developing rapport and trust. This phase is strongly based on SE.

In order to gain the trust of the victim, every detail is
fundamental. A good message leveraging the right SE
principles, sent on the best medium (e.g. chat, email, etc.)
and using the best fake persona (e.g. gender, age, etc.) is bound to
succeed. SE skills allow criminals to psychologically profile victims
using information collected from social networks and OD. Once a victim
is profiled, the criminal can easily decide what is the best strategy for the
attack. SE skills can also help eliciting information from victims. KD can
help the criminal solve the technical problems and automatize the
process.
 Exploit trust. It's during this phase that the attacker asks the victim to

share some knowledge or perform some action (e.g. clicking
on a link, opening an attached file). KD's role in this phase is
minimum, SE skills, on the other hand, can be useful.
 Utilize information. The obtained information can be the goal or just

the starting point for a new attack. Data sciences can be
useful in analysing and processing collected information.

Now an attacker has enough elements to browse
the web finding and extracting desidered
information (e.g. e-mails and names)…
…and enough elements to send an e-mail to the
firm, combining information retrieved, posing as an
university employee and asking for collaboration
on an administrative problem already solved
The attacker uses an harvested file as attachment
adding a malicious payload. Attacker's goal is to
infect victim's computer with a malware (e.g.
ransom-ware, botnet campaigns, etc.)

Conclusions
 Previously described scenario is not only realistic but

also easy to automate, it can target a huge number of
victims and can be applied to similar cases (e.g.
procedures about contracts agreement). Following our
example, University of Cagliari entrusted a total of
14496 agreements with private firms in the last 3 years.
 There are 93 universities in Italy and the same scenario
can be applied to every public institution. Similar attack
scenarios should be considered realistic for all UE
universities and public institutions, not just Italian ones.
 Governments should carefully consider the impact of data sharing from a security
perspective and take some actions in order to reduce the dangers associated with
malicious use of this data.
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